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ABST RACT: In 2002, the Malaysian government has officially approved the Manual
Saliran Mesra Alam ( MSMA) to be used to regulate development w orks and to assist
relevant parties tow ards achieving sustainable storm w ater management. The guideline is
expected to be fully implemented ten years from the launching date. Tw o years away from
the ten year period there are still a lot of questions, particularly about costs implications, as a
result of the new guidelines. This study w as carried out to identify the typical MSMA
components and its cost as opposed to the conventional drainage systems. The undertaken
costs study indicated that MSMA drainage systems produce cost savings of up to 20%.
Similar practices in the USA called LID (Low Impact development) indicated cost saving of
betw een 25% and 30% (USEPA, 2007). How ever, there are also cases of installations that
cannot be compared just on costs because of the unique nature of design or other
consideration related to aesthetics and site components.
Keywords: Manual Saliran Mesra Alam ( MSMA), Sustainable Development, Green
Approach, Costs.
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1. INT RODUCTION
In 2002, Drainage and Irrigation Department Malaysia has introduced a new
guideline called “ Manual Saliran Mesra Alam 2002” or ( MSMA). This manual effectively
replaced the older manual called “Urban Drainage Design Standards 1974.” The main
concept of the new manual is about “controlling discharge at source” as opposed to
“rapid discharge” by the previous manual. Tw o major parameters to be controlled are the
quantity and quality of discharges. These tw o components w ill be required to be
addressed at the source or the site of development. Discharges going out from the site
will have to remain as it w as before or less. In order to achieve that, structural and
hydraulic components, such as site storage facilities, permissible discharge regulators
and underground infiltration modules, w ill have to be considered, designed and installed
within the site.
Predominantly an agr icultural country during independence, Malaysia has been going
through rapid urbanization especially in the last five decades (1960-2010). How ever, with
annual rainfall of betw een 2000mm and 3000mm, runoff generated from the developing
areas and silts carried along the flow have been creating major flash and mud flood
problems.

In recent years, the limitations of traditional urban drainage schemes have been
acknow ledged and new approaches that use more natural methods for retaining and/or
disposing of storm w ater have been introduced ( Emerson et al. 2005; Bledsoe, 2002; and
Niemczynow ic z, 1994). These mitigation measures are generally called best
management practice (BMP), sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS), or low impact
development (LID), and they include practices such as infiltration and the use of storage
tanks to reduce the peak flow , increase the catchment concentration time, and retain
some of the polluting components. Out of all of the storm-w ater management practices,
infiltration devices are the most effective at removing stor m-w ater pollutants and reducing
both the storm-w ater volume and peak discharge rate. Infiltration devices are inspired by
the rural construction tradition and are based on stor m-w ater collection during rainfall
events and the subsequent infiltration into the soil (Freni and Schilling, 2001; Mays, 2001;
ASCE, 1998). Meanw hile, storage facilities represent a large family of storm-w ater
management practices that have the follow ing basic functions: water storage, peak
dampening, catching a first flush, w ater treatment, and the disposal of the inflow runoff
volume.

2. THE EM ERGENCE OF MSMA
The main focus of Urban Stor m Water Management Manual is to manage the stor mw ater
instead of draining it aw ay as fast as possible to a more environmentally approach know n
as control as source approach. This approach utilizes detention, retention, infiltration and
purification process. The quality and quantity of the runoff from developing area can be
maintained to be the same as pre-development condition from the aspect of quantity and
quality of runoff, also know n as uncontaminated zero contribution to the peak discharge.
In 2002, the government has officially approved the Manual Saliran Mesra Alam
(MSMA) to be used to regulate development w orks and to assist relevant parties tow ards
achieving sustainable stor m w ater management. The guideline is expected to be fully
implemented ten years from the launching date. Halfw ay through the ten year period, the
implementation of this non-conventional systems of drainage facilities are going at a slow
pace. Developers are reluctant and the authorities are not giving much attention except
the implementing agency – the DID (Drainage and Irrigation Department).
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To the developers or ow ners, the capital costs are the issues. The new systems require
different construction technique, material and components. Costs related to the new
systems are difficult to predict because some of them are supplied from overseas. The
authorities are w orried about maintenance aspects w hen the infrastructures are handed
over to them by the developers or ow ners.

3. MSMA, SUSTAINABILITY AND GREEN APPROACH
The MSMA concept is a sustainable and can be considered as green approach to land
development not unlike practices already in place in several other countries like the
United States, Australia, United Kingdom, New Zealand and China. In those places the
practices are know n as Low Impact Development (LID), Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SUDS), Low Impact Urban Design and Development (LIUDD), Water Sensitive
Urban Design (WSUD) or Green Manual. Table below summarized the concept and
strategy of those mentioned.

Concept
Low
Impact
Development
(LID)

Water Sensitive
Urban
Design
(WSUD)

Sustainable
Urban Drainage
System (SUDS)
Low
Impact
Urban
Design
and Development
(LIUDD)

Green Manual

Table 1: Sustainable and Green Approach
Country
Description
United
LID is a concept that includes planning,
States
designing
and
undertaking
land
redevelopment in a w ay to minimize the effect
of rain w ater run-off and contaminants that
modify and pollute our rivers, streams and
harbors as well as to lessen our impacts on
other aspects of the environment, including
physical w aste reduction through composting
and recycled building materials.
Australia
WSUD is a concept and label started in 1994
to embody and codify the emerging
sustainable values (Bryant Ian, 2004).
WSUD is regarded as a part of a new
paradigm of urban total w ater cycle
management w hich aims to optimize and
integrate urban planning and design w ith
water, wastewater and stormw ater service
provision across a range of planning scales
from city-w ide down to the site.
United
SUDS refers to a collection of methods used
Kingdom
to reduces run-off from hard surfaces through
storage and by enhancing groundw ater
recharge via infiltration.
New
LIUDD aims to avoid a w ide range of adverse
Zealand
effects of a physiochemical, biodiversity,
social, economic and amenity value, resulting
from conventional
urban
development,
protecting aquatic and terrestrial ecological
integrity w hile allow ing urbanization at all
densities.
China
This manual is used as guideline and
reference for sustainable use of material and
construction approach.
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In the US, w here there are reported case studies on costs, LID case studies and pilot
programs show at least a 25% to 30% reduction in site development of stormw ater
facilities for residential development (USEPA, 2007). This is achieved by reducing
clearing and using pipes, ponds, inlets, curbs and porous paving.
How ever, in Malaysia a new guideline is alw ays seen as the need for additional facilities,
structures or constructions that will inevitably involve additional costs. The impact of
these costs on landed, high-rise, commercial and industrial properties could be different
because of different types, mechanisms and sizes of the facilities. As the MSMA systems
are being gradually enforced on development projects, a study and an investigation on
the details of the new ly required drainage facilities and their costs are important.

4. METHODOLOGY
The primary focus of this research is to evaluate the impact of the new MSMA
performance specific ations in terms of cost of providing the necessary drainage
components that complies w ith the requirements. To achieve this goal, the study is
divided into three broad components. The first component is a study to match the MSMA
performance specif ications w ith existing technologies. This w ill include the w ork to
compile existing related material, techniques, components design details, draw ings and
specifications applicable to MSMA.
The second component is to classif y and establish standard components and installation
draw ings including method of construction. Site verification using survey instruments and
measurement of completed projects are also required to established baseline information
about dimensions and quantities from the various study sites. Finally, quantities and
costs will be established based on actual and hypothetical conditions on the site selected.

4.1 MSMA Perform ance Specifications
MSMA performance specifications are stated in the manual of 48 volumes. The volumes
were thoroughly studied and information related to land development w ere extracted and
classified into tw o major requirements i.e. Quantity and Quality of drainage
discharge. Several other related documentation publish by the DID and relevant
authorities w ere also scrutinized and compared w ith the MSMA requirements.
The information on performance specifications were extracted and categorized into
tabulated form containing at least the follow ings:
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Table 2: Performance Category
QUANTITY

•

Allow able discharge

•
Drainage structure/Hydraulic structure
and components

QUALITY

•

Allow able quality

•

Treatment components

•

Biological/natural/structural

•

Specific/multiple use

•

Above/below ground

4.2 Data Collection
Data for this study w ere obtained through field survey and literature search. The data
collected w ill be used as main source of investigating the cost implications of MSMA
drainage components in land development. Data and information required can be
categorized as follows:

Table 3: Data Collection Strategy
Category
As built draw ings of external
works particularly road and drainage
components of the study sites.

Description of acquiring
method
Obtained by site survey and
fieldw ork. (10 sites)

MSMA and non- MSMA components details
draw ings and specif ications

Office and departmental visit
to relevant
consultants and authorities

Existing
technology
and
Practice
to
match the
specifications

Literature search
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4.3 Quantities and Costs Methodology

Draw ings established from site survey of as built site w ere used to calculate quantities
and cost of drainage components. Original design draw ings from developers and
consultants w ere used as additional and complementary information.
Cost of compliance, w hether the MSMA requirements have been met or not in the case
studies, w ere out and compared to typical conventional drainage systems.
Elemental Cost Analysis (ECA) of conventional and MSMA drainage systems w ere
carried out. Simulated MSMA components w ere used where actual components do not
exist in the case study.

5. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
6.
The unit cost and construction components are calculated and analyzed based on:
1) The unit construction rates obtained from actual case studies in this research
and reference publications.
2) The unit labour, material and equivalent costs provided by local contractors,
suppliers and manufacturers.
3) The design and construction criteria laid out by MSMA
4) The detail design draw ings from case studies and probable alternative
systems design.

The unit rate for common MSMA components cost is summarized in Table 4 below .
Table 4: Unit Cost
Component

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Source

(RM)
Above ground / Underground
Storage Tank ( Commercial building)

m3

1

1000.00

Shaaban,20
03
(NAHRIM)

Underground
(Housing)

m3

1

520.00

Shaaban,20
03
(NAHRIM)

Storage

Tank

(KPM)
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Box Culvert 600mm x 600mm

No

1

150.00

Hume
Concrete
Sdn.Bhd

Box Culvert 1200mm x 1200mm

No

1

390.00

Hume
Concrete
Sdn.Bhd

Underground
Pipe
Package
(Rebated Joint Pipe – 450mm x
1.52 m Class L)

No

1

70.00

Hume
Concrete
Sdn.Bhd

Per imeter Sw ale
- Excavation
- Hydronet
- Sand Bedding
- Geo-strip
- Sand Filling
- Turfing
 Close turfing
 Hydro seeding

m3
m2
m3
m
m3

1
1
1
1
1

5.25
7.50
40.00
102.00
40.00

m2
m2

1
1

3.50
3.15

(REDAC,US
M)
(Abadini
Integras
Engineers
S/B)
(JKR)
(JPS)

m3

1

5.25

m2

1

7.50

m3

1

40.00

- Drainage Module
 Type A
 Type B
 Type C

m
m
m

1
1
1

264.00
530.00
800.00

- Sand filling for all type (A,B,C)

m2

1

30.00

Turfing

Close turfing (type A,B,C)

Hydro seeding (type A,B,C)

m2
m2

1
1

3.50
3.15

Ecological Sw ale
- Excavation for all type (A,B,C)
- Hydronet for all type (A,B,C)
- Sand Bedding for all type (A,B,C)

(REDAC,US
M)
(Abadini
Integras
Engineers
S/B)
(JKR)
(JPS)

5.1 MSMA friendly com ponents options for small scale developments
The follow ing components and descriptions are the existing common techniques and
systems that can be applied in MSMA compliance drainage w orks. These systems are
know n
to
be
MSMA
friendly
and
practiced
locally
and
abroad.
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Com ponents
Perimeter
Sw ale

Options


Description/Illustration/Photo

With
porous
pipe geotextile
wrap

Construction
and
illustration
of
perimeter sw ale with porous pipe (Photo
Courtesy: Julong Sdn Bhd and Abadini
Integras Engineers Sdn Bhd)



With
biom odule
geotextile wrap
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Illustration and construction of swale
w ith bio-m odule. (Graphics courtesy:
REDAC, USM)

Onsite
Detention
(OSD)



Road Surface



Parking Space

Onsite detention on parking space.
(Photo Courtesy: Abadini Integras
Engineers Sdn Bhd)


Above
tank

ground
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Underground
tank



Underground
bio-m odules

(Photo courtesy: REDAC, USM)
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Gross
Pollutant Trap
(GPT)



Oversized open
drain



Proprietory
systems



Trash Screen



Grease Trap

CDS proprietary GPT systems

Trash Screen

Cleansall GPT systems
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5.2 Project Case Studies
Ten (10) completed typical development sites w ere studied in ter ms of drainage components.
The ten projects w ere started and completed w ithin the year 2005-2010. The drainage
development cost w ere studied from contract documents and draw ings provided by owners
and consultants. The follow ing table shows the comparative construction costs between
conventional method and the assumption cost of MSMA method. The assumption cost is
determined by including the suggested MSMA component for each project.
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PROJECT

PROJECT 1:
Cadangan
P embinaan
Bangunan
P ejabat Imigresen
Kuala P erlis
PROJECT 2:
Cadangan Membina
dan
Menyiapkan
Bangunan P ejabat
dan Rumah
Kediaman Jabatan
P endaftaran Negara
(JP N)
PROJECT 3:
Cadangan Membina
dan
Menyiapkan
Bangunan P ejabat
Jabatan P endaftaran
Negara
(JP N) Kulim
PROJECT 4:
Cadangan Meroboh
Sebahagian
Bangunan Hotel
Sediaada (SP Inn)
dan Membina
Semula Bangunan
Hotel 6 Tingkat

TYPE O F
B UILDING

SUGG ESTED
MSMA
COMPONENTS

DIFFERENCE
in
COST
(RM)

ABOVE
GROUND
STORAGE

-6,871

744,242.40

312,582.65

P ERIMETER
SWALE

61,475.35

1,597,479.70

197,066

158,663.25

P ERIMETER
SWALE

38,402.75

1,194,337.80

61,285

88,500.00

UNDERGROUN
D
STORAGE

-27,215.00

400,000

LOCATION

AREA
(m 2)

Site
Development

KUALA
P ERLIS

5,761

249,605

Site
Development

P ENDANG
KEDAH

8,940

374,058

Site
Development

KULIM
KEDAH

4,960

10,652

Site
Development

SG.PETANI
KEDAH

CONVENTIONAL
DRAINAG E
COST (RM)
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MSMA
DRAINAG E
COST (RM)

256,476

EXTERNAL
WORKS
COST
(RM)

PROJECT 5:
Cadangan 72 Unit
P erumahan
Rumah Sesebuah
Setingkat (Alyssa)
Bandar
Darulaman,Kubang
P asu

Housing

PROJECT 6:
Cadangan Membina
dan Menyiapkan 57
Unit Rumah Teres 2
Tingkat dan 5 Unit
Rumah Kedai 2
Tingkat
Bandar
Darulaman,Kubang
P asu

Housing

PROJECT 7:
Cadangan Membina
dan Menyiapkan 72
Unit Rumah Teres 1
Tingkat Darulaman
P erdana,Mukim
Sg.P etani

Housing

PROJECT 8:
Cadangan Membina
dan Menyiapkan
Sebuah
Sek.Keb.Bertam
P erdana
Bandar Bertam
P erdana,Kepala
Batas

School

KUBANG
P ASU
KEDAH

65,460

320,520

299,099.95

BOX
CULVERT

22,515

147,899

129,418.20

UNDERGROUN
D
STORAGE
(BRICK TANK)

SG.PETANI
KEDAH

29,920

325,576.54

321, 856.96

BERTAM
P ENANG

24,345

752,856

785,000

KUBANG
P ASU
KEDAH
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UNDERGROUN
D
STORAGE /
P ERIMETER
SWALE

UNDERGROUN
D
STORAGE

21,420.05

1,350,000

18,480.8

330,000

3, 719.58

-32,144

893,800

1,565,999.50

PROJECT 9:
Cadangan Membina
Dan Menyiapkan
Kerja-Kerja
Infrastuktur Serta
Kerja-Kerja
Berkaitan (P akej 1)
Taman P enaga
P ermai, Mukim 4
P enaga, Seberang
P rai Utara, P . Pinang

Housing

SEBERANG
P RAI
UTARA,
P ENANG

34,200
234,740

227,913.54

P ERIMETER
SWALE/GROUN
D STORAGE

6,826.46

499,766.20

-2,755.55

180,000

(This project only
involves the
infrastructure
works)
PROJECT 10:
Cadangan Membina
Sebuah Dewan
Serbaguna, Tikam
Batu Kedah

Site
Development

TIKAM
BATU,
KEDAH

5,120

20,000
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22,755.55

P ERIMETER
SWALE / CAR
P ARK ACT AS
GROUND
STORAGE

7. CONCL USION
MSMA compliance drainage systems are not yet w idely or fully practiced. Many
local author ities are still flexible on the use of the systems in their development
approval. Most projects utilize a combination of the conventional and some MSMA
systems or components. In fact, the MSMA manual are being revised now (DID,
2010) and a more simplified version is expected to be launched. It is expected that
with the new simplified or revised version, MSMA systems can be fully understand
and implemented by the development and construction industries.
This study relied on construction cost data available from existing or completed
projects. These case studies are fully conventional or partially MSMA. Cost
comparisons w ere made based on hypothetical MSMA components as alternative
drainage systems. Unit cost for MSMA components w ere based on available similar
unit cost of construction components. For example, unit rate for turfing of swale can
be referred to existing rate for other turfing w orks.
The undertaken costs study indicated that MSMA drainage systems produce cost
savings of up to 20%. Similar practices in the USA called LID (Low Impact
development) indicated cost saving of between 25% and 30% (USEPA, 2007).
How ever, there are also cases of installations that cannot be compared just on costs
because of the unique nature of design or other consideration related to aesthetics
and site components.
As MSMA is evolving into more common and acceptable drainage systems, it is
incumbent upon the DID, engineers, quantity surveyors and owners of projects to
continue develop, collect and disseminate cost data of MSMA. Due to w ide variety
of development and broad range of site conditions, it is also important to develop
technical and societal costs and benefits associated w ith different components and
implementation choices.
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